2017 SGA Elections Violation Form

Place forms in the locked box marked 'Elections' located in the lobby of Suite 3130 in the Student Center.

Please attach any evidence you would like to be used during the Elections Board hearing.

Candidate(s) / Campaign in Question(s): Brock Hondon

Date of Violation: 2/8/17 Time of Violation: ongoing

Description: Supporters sought students at other campuses to gain support for Brock, promoting an idea that other universities as a whole are supporting Brock.

Section of the Code of Laws Violated: 708.4.2

Name of Reporter: Sarah Grace Mitchell

Signature: ____________________________

Phone Number: _______________________

E-mail: ____________________________

Date Reported: 2/9/17

Time Reported: 2:50pm

*Please see Chapter 711 of the Code of Laws for more information on the Elections Board Hearing process. All violations should be turned in in a timely manner. They will not be heard if marked anonymous, incomplete, or false in any way. You will receive an email with the time and location of your hearing. Both parties must be present for the hearing to take place.

DUPLICATION OF THIS BLANK FORM IS PERMITTED